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Introduction
❖ Goal of this talk:

experimentally investigate what factors contribute to the availability of a 
(clausal) referent in discourse for anaphoric reference, 
its Anaphoric Potential (term adopted from Snider 2017)

❖ Background/Research Context:
research on influence of syntactic position of appositive relative clauses 
(ARCs) for direct denial (Anderbois et al. 2010/2015, Syrett & Koev 2015)

❖ Preview:
provide evidence for/against relevance of i) clause type

ii) discourse relation
iii) anaphor type(exploratory)
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Background: The Positional Effect
▪ ARCs standardly considered Not At-Issue due to undeniability (Potts 2005):

(1) A: Tiffany, who is out of clean clothes, is doing laundry.
Bmc: No, she didn’t. She didn’t have any quarters.
Barc: ??No, she’s not. She still has that flowery shirt.

 in contrast, Anderbois et al. (2010/2015) show relevance of syntactic position:

(2) A: Tiffany took stats with Burns, who suffered a lot.
Bmc: No, she didn’t. She had to teach at that time.
Barc: No, he didn’t. He was smiling constantly.

▪ intuitions regarding contrast between (1) and (2) supported by experimental 
results from Syrett & Koev (2015) for direct denial and elliptical why-questions
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Intermission: At-Issueness vs Anaphoric Potential
▪ positional effect warrants distinction btw Not At-Issue content (e.g. implicatures, 
presuppositions à la Potts 2005) and Not At-Issue status wrt diagnostics à la 
Simons et al. (2010, 2017)

▪moreover, diagnostics differ (Snider 2017, but see Esipova 2018):

(3) Who is Margaret’s cousin?
a. # Pauline, who is Margaret’s cousin, was interviewed by Food Network.
b. # Food Network interviewed Pauline, who is Margaret’s cousin.

(4) Who did Food Network interview?
a. Pauline, who is Margaret’s cousin, was interviewed by Food Network.
b. Food Network interviewed Pauline, who is Margaret’s cousin.

➢ current investigation concerns Anaphoric Potential, not At-Issueness
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Background: Proposals for Positional Effect
▪ two – not mutually incompatible – types of approaches:

(i) Speech Act Potential + Recency (Frazier et al. 2017, ≈ Syrett & Koev 2015)

ARCs contribute quasi-independent speech acts and are thus 
most recent speech act when sentence-final

(ii) Discourse Structure (Jasinskaja 2016, Hunter & Asher 2016)

only final ARCs contribute discourse unit at the right edge of 
the discourse structure and are thus available for continuations

➢ address predictions of each approach in turn before moving to experiments
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Speech Act Approach: ARCs vs RRCs
▪ Frazier et al. (2017) argue ARCs differ from RRCs in their speech act potential:

(5) a. This girl, who I hereby christen Gretchen, will change the world.
b. #This girl that I hereby christen Gretchen will change the world.

▪ sentence-finally, ARCs most recent speech act, while sentence-medially it’s the 
matrix clause

➢ Prediction: 

in final position, ARCs should be more available than RRCs1

1 note that RRCs are standardly considered presuppositional and thus contributing Not 
At-Issue content, just like ARCs, but have not been investigated
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Discourse Structure: Basics
▪ core properties of a theory of discourse structure 
(e.g. Segmented Discourse Representation Theory, Asher & Lascarides 2003): 

- clauses/sentences represented as simple or complex discourse units ()
- units connected to each other via discourse relation:

(6) a. Condition of Elaboration: ELABORATION(1, 2) iff 2  1

b. [Nick had a lovely meal last night.]1 [He ate lots of salmon.]2

(7) a. Condition of Narration: NARRATION(1, 2) iff 2 > 1

b. [Julie entered the room.]1 [She sat down.]2

- relations differ in hierarchical structure they give rise to
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Discourse Structure: The Right Frontier Constraint
▪ relations differ in how they affect accessibility of previous material:

(8) a.  At half-time, the quarterback waved at the fans.
b1. The cheerleader was encouraging them to support the team.ELAB

b2.  Then the cheerleader encouraged them to support the team.NARR

c. He later scored a touchdown.

▪ based on this effect, coined the Right Frontier Constraint, relations are 
categorized as subordinating (e.g. ELABORATION, EXPLANATION) or coordinating (e.g. 
NARRATION, RESULT)

(9) Right Frontier Constraint (RFC) (simplified)
Only discourse units at the right edge of a discourse tree are 
available for discourse continuations.
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Discourse Structure: Subordination - Coordination

(8)

(8)’
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[At half-time, the quarterback 
waved at the fans.]1

[The cheerleader was encouraging
them to support the team.]2a

[Then the cheerleader encouraged
them to support the team.]2b

[He later scored a 
touchdown.]3

[At half-time, the quarterback 
waved at the fans.]1

[?He later scored a 
touchdown.]3

ELABORATION

NARRATION





Discourse Structure: 
Subordinating vs Coordinating
▪ going back to positional effect:

- only sentence-final clauses contribute discourse units that can occur at 
the right edge (Jasinskaja 2016, Hunter & Asher 2016)

- Syrett & Koev (2015) results may be due to mix of different relations

➢ Prediction: 

(A)RCs should be more available when in a coordinating relation with the 
matrix clause since the matrix clause would no longer be at the right 
edge, compared to a subordinating relation

note: RFC only one of many factors aside from information-structural status 
such that we still expect preference for main clause
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Anaphor Types (exploratory)
▪ previous research on ARCs has focused on anaphoric expressions that pick up 
whole clause

▪ in contrast, discourse structure approach as general theory on accessibility

but: different representions might vary in properties they encode 
(e.g. topic as property of individuals vs speech-act as property of clauses)

➢ Question: 

to what extent are factors such as speech act potential and discourse 
relation part of the inventory of all representations or only those of a 
particular “size”, e.g. individual vs propositional level
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Experiment 1, Full Design
(10) Sample Item (N=24, plus 24 fillers), 2x2x2

Restrictive/Appositive – Subordinating/Coordinating – Personal/Propositional

At half-time, the quarterback waved at the fans
that the coach was encouraging to support the team.

At half-time, the quarterback waved at the fans,
who the coach was encouraging to support the team.

At half-time, the quarterback waved at the fans
that the coach then encouraged to support the team.

At half-time, the quarterback waved at the fans,
who the coach then encouraged to support the team.
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He
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was geemish.



Experiment 1, Methods
(10) Sample Item (N=24, plus 24 fillers)

Restrictive/Appositive – Subordinating/Coordinating – Personal/Propositional

At half-time, the quarterback waved at the fans(,) {that/who}
the coach {was encouraging/then encouraged} to support the team.
{He/That} was geemish.

▪ target sentence with ambiguous pronoun used nonce words to avoid 
plausibility confounds

▪ participants (N=48, MTurk) were presented with each item and then had to 
indicate the referent of the pronoun by answering a question such as 
Who/What was geemish? by forced choice

▪ statistical analysis with logistic mixed effects model with deviation coding
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Experiment 1, Part I: Design Factors
(10) Sample Item (N=24, plus 24 fillers), 2x2x2

Restrictive/Appositive – Subordinating/Coordinating – Personal/Propositional

At half-time, the quarterback waved at the fans
that the coach {was encouraging/then encouraged} to support the team.

At half-time, the quarterback waved at the fans,
who the coach {was encouraging/then encouraged} to support the team.

▪ RC-Type manipulated via relative pronoun (that vs who) plus comma to mark 
intonational boundary for appositives
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Experiment 1, 
Part I: Results & 
Discussion
- significant effect of RC-TYPE:

(z = 4.34, p < 0.001)

more RC-choices for ARCs 
than RRCs

➢ support for Speech Act
approach & relevance of
speech act status for
anaphoric potential
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Experiment 1, Part II: Design Factors
(10) Sample Item (N=24, plus 24 fillers), 2x2x2

Restrictive/Appositive – Subordinating/Coordinating – Personal/Propositional

At half-time, the quarterback waved at the fans(,)
that/who the coach was encouraging to support the team.

At half-time, the quarterback waved at the fans(,)
that/who the coach then encouraged to support the team.

▪ Discourse Relation manipulated via aspect (progressive vs perfect) plus 
additional temporal marker for coordinating relations

▪ Frame adverbial to mark situational overlap

▪ ELABORATION assumed to be default for RCs(Jasinskaja 2016)
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Experiment 1, 
Part II: Results 
& Discussion
- significant effect of 
DISCOURSE RELATION:
(z = 4.21, p < 0.001)

more RC-choices for 
coordinating relations than 
subrdonating ones

➢ support for Discourse 
Structure approach & the 
Right Frontier Constraint

… was Ving… …then Ved…
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Experiment 1, 
Part III: Results 
& Discussion
- significant interaction of RC-
TYPE and DISCOURSE RELATION:
(z = 1.98, p < 0.05)

Discourse Relation effect 
larger for appositives

➢ suggests relevance of 
syntactic-pragmatic 
properties for structuring 
discourse

… that X
was Ving/then Ved…   was Ving/then Ved…

…, who X
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Experiment 1, 
Part IV: Results 
& Discussion
- significant effect of ANAPHOR

TYPE:
(z = 2.06, p < 0.05)

more RC-choices for that than 
for s/he

➢ support for Discourse 
Structure approach & the 
Right Frontier Constraint

S/he was… That was…
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Experiment 1: 
Full Results & 
Discussion

➢ by visual inspection, the 
difference between 
anaphor types seems to be 
restricted to coordinating 
relations

➢ however, the interaction
did not reach significance 
(z = 1.6, p = 1.1)



Interim Discussion
▪ Experiment 1 provided support for both the Speech Act approach and the 
Discourse Structure approach and their interplay:

- ARCs increased RC-choices compared to RRCs
- coordinating relations increased RC-choices compared to subordinating ones
- coordinating effect larger for ARCs compared to RRCs

▪moreover, anaphor types differed:

- more RC-choices for that than for s/he

▪ however, the anaphor effect appeared to be restricted to coordinating relations

➢ to investigate the anaphor difference, I conducted a follow-up experiment
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Experiment 2: Design
(11) Sample Item (N=24, plus 24 fillers; 48 subjects)

Subordinating/Coordinating – Personal/Propositional

At half-time, the quarterback waved at the fans, who
the coach {was encouraging/then encouraged} to support the team.
{He/That} was geemish.

▪ we only considered ARCs to increase statistical power

▪ about half the items were changed to avoid potential causal inferences that 
might have washed out effect

▪ same methodology as Experiment 1
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Experiment 2: 
Results & 
Discussion
- DISCOURSE RELATION effect 
replicated:
(z = 1.98, p < 0.05)

- ANAPHOR TYPE effect no 
longer significant

➢ no evidence for anaphor 
types being differentially 
sensitive to discourse 
structure



General Discussion: At the Right Frontier, I
▪ both approaches towards the positional effect were supported:

- anaphoric potential governed by multiple factors
- however, coordinating relations barely managed to render RC preferred 
over main clause

▪ Experiments 1&2 provide experimental support for Right Frontier Constraint

▪ in line with results from Holler & Irmen (2007): 

- tested interpretation of ambiguous pronouns in larger discourses, with 
either only one of two antecedents at Right Frontier, or both

- Right Frontier increased choice of non-topical antecedent but topical 
antecedent preferred when both were available there
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General Discussion: At the Right Frontier, II
▪ results restricted to stereotypical subordinating and coordinating relations:

- open question whether other relations categorized as subordinating or 
coordinating behave similarly

▪ results do not bear on question what underlies the Right Frontier Constraint 
(for an attempt, see Jasinskaja & Karagjosova to appear)

▪ finally, design only included one kind of continuation (PRONOUN was Y):

- interpretive biases may depend not only on relation between first two 
discourse units but on relation of the third
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General Discussion: 
Speech Acts & Discourse Structure, I
▪ both approaches towards the positional effect were supported:

- anaphoric potential governed by multiple, interacting factors

▪ (at least) two possibilities for connecting the two approaches:

(i) speech act level guiding identification of discourse units

- participants consider pragmatic status of clause to decide what 
constitutes a discourse unit

(ii) syntactic information guiding identification of discourse relations

- clauses generally constitute discourse units but RRCs may be 
more likely to be taken as ELABORATION than ARCs
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General Discussion: 
Speech Acts & Discourse Structure, II
▪ suggestive evidence for (i) comes from an exit poll from Experiment 1:

- participants were shown an item in the subordinating condition with a 
propositional pronoun, both as appositive and restrictive

- participants then had to choose whether they interpreted the matrix 
clause response as referring to the whole sentence or just the matrix 
clause

(12) At half-time, the quarterback waved at the fans, who
the coach was encouraging to support the team. That was geemish.
MC-response option: That the quarterback waved at the fans
-> MC+RC vs only MC

▪ slight trend towards more MC+RC for RRCs (26 – 15 vs 20 – 21)
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General Discussion: Anaphor Type
▪ increased RC-choice for propositional anaphors only significant in Experiment 1, 
while no longer significant in Experiment 2 with more power

▪ variability may have been due to wider interpretive options of that

▪ suggests that whatever subordinating – coordinating distinction encodes affects 
representations of both individual level and propositional level entities

▪ open question whether other anaphoric expressions might behave differently 
(VP-ellipsis?)
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Conclusion
▪ both speech act level and discourse structure matter for anaphoric potential

▪ interactive effect may be due to syntax guiding identification of discourse units 
or inference of relations

▪ relevance of respective factors seems apply to both individual level anaphors 
and propositional level anaphors
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Thank you!
THANKS TO LYN FRAZIER, BRIAN DILLON, CHUCK CLIFTON, JULIE 
HUNTER AND KRISTEN SYRETT FOR FEEDBACK ON THE PROJECT AND 
PEOPLE AT UMASS FOR FEEDBACK ON THE PRESENTATION.
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Appendix
❑ A post-hoc item analysis for possible causal readings showed that – at least for 
the ARCs – the pronoun effect seemed to only occur with those lacking any 
causal relation

(8) At the press conference, the senator supported the congresswomen 
that the mayor was competing against at the time. Explanation

(9) At the police station, the policeman interrogated the suspects, who 
the chief detective then filed arrest warrants for. Result
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app-coo-
per

app-coo-
prop

app-sub-
per

app-sub-
prop

res-coo-
per

res-coo-
prop

res-sub-
per

res-sub-
prop

Explanation (4) 46% 42% 29% 33% 25% 12% 37% 17%
Result (8) 44% 46% 27% 29% 33% 44% 21% 29%

Non-Causal (12) 47% 65% 34% 32% 24% 43% 21% 26%



Appendix: Logistic Mixed Effects Model, Exp1

glmer(ReadingTime ~ RCType*discoursestructure*PNType + (1|Subject) + (0 + RCType|Subject) + (0 + 
discoursestructure|Subject) + (0 + PNType|Subject) + (0 + RCType:discoursestructure|Subject) + (0 + 
RCType:PNType|Subject)  + (0 + discoursestructure:PNType|Subject) + (0 + 
discoursestructure:PNType:RCType|Subject) + (1|Item) + (0 + RCType|Item) + (0 + discoursestructure|Item) 
+ (0 + PNType|Item) + (0 + RCType:discoursestructure|Item) + (0 + RCType:PNType|Item)+ (0 + 
discoursestructure:PNType|Item) + (0 + discoursestructure:PNType:RCType|Item))
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 SE |z| p

(Intercept) 0.84 0.19 4.51 >.001***

Discourse Structure 0.75 0.18 4.21 >.001***

RC-Type 0.66 0.15 4.34 >.001***

PN-Type -0.32 0.15 2.06 .0393*

DS x RC -0.56 0.28 1.98 .0473*

RC x PN -0.16 0.28 0.55 .581

DS x PN 0.45 0.28 1.60 .1086

DS x RC x PN 0.02 0.68 0.03 .9770



Background: Syrett & Koev (2015), I
❑ In their Experiment 2, the authors had participants choose between two 
denials targeting either the content of the main clause or that of the ARC, 
varying the position of the latter:

(4) A: My friend Sophie, who performed 
a piece by Mozart, is a classical violinist.
B1: No, she’s not. (TARGET: main clause) 
B2: No, she didn’t. (TARGET: appositive)

(5) A: The symphony hired my friend Sophie, 
who performed a piece by Mozart.

B1: No, she didn’t. (TARGET: appositive) 
B2: No, they didn’t. (TARGET: main clause)

➢ Final ARCs were targeted 14% more than medial ARCs
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Background: Syrett & Koev (2015), II
❑ In their Experiment 3, participants were given a Why? question with two 
responses choices, again targeting either main clause or ARC content:

(6) a. Chloe, who decided to dress in a classical ballet style, 
has been chosen to audition for the ‘All Stars’ Dance Company. 
b. The ‘All Stars’ Dance Company has chosen to audition Chloe, 
who decided to dress in a classical ballet style.

(7) Choices for answer to Why? question
a. Main clause target: Because they think Chloe could 
be a good addition to their company. 
b. Appositive target: Because she wants to be taken 
seriously as a classical ballet dancer.

➢ Final ARCs were targeted 37% more than medial ARCs
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